
              World Religions  
Why should we study world religions? 

1. As a religious minority, Presbyterians should understand other faith traditions in 
order to relate to the rest of the community and the world. 

Adult adherents to the Presbyterian tradition are about two percent of the 
adult population of the USA.  About three fourths of our country’s adults are 
Christians (about one third Roman Catholics, about one third mainline 
Protestants: Baptists, Episcopalians, Lutherans, Methodists, and Presbyterians, 
and slightly less than 10 percent other Protestant faith traditions.). About 20 
percent of US adults claim no religious preferences. Only four percent of U.S. 
adults prefer non-Christian faiths.   

The Nashville metro area is becoming a global commercial hub that 
attracts individuals from a multitude of ethnic and religious backgrounds.  These 
people blend with the dominant Southern Baptist, Roman Catholic and United 
Methodist religious traditions of Tennessee.   

Christians of all denominations are only one third of the world’s 
population (Muslims 20%, Hindus 14%, Buddhists 6%, Jews 0.25%, 
miscellaneous faith/ethical traditions 12% and nonreligious15%). 

2. Jesus’ teachings focus on unconditional love.  Therefore, we should have love and 
respect for people of all faith traditions. 

  Here are some alternative ways that people view other religions: 
  Pluralist – All paths (including our beliefs) lead to God or the divine (H. Smith) 
  Exclusivist – Our faith tradition is the only path to truth and salvation 
  Inclusivist – Our faith tradition is special.  However, we need to 

understand and respect that God (or the eternal divine) has been revealed in 
special ways in the hearts of individuals and groups from a variety of cultural 
backgrounds. Moreover, we might find concepts in other faith traditions that may 
add new and useful insights to our own faith tradition.  (S. Prothero) 

How is Christianity similar to other world religious faiths and traditions? 
1. We should acknowledge that some Christian traditions came from other faiths. 

  Christianity started as a small Jewish sect 
  Magi were likely (monotheistic) Zoroastrian priests (symbolic for gentiles) 
  Greek mystery religions – Eucharist was substituted for the agape meal 

Greek philosophy – Logos – reason more important that human passions 
Resurrection from death was found in Egyptian mythology 
Polytheistic traditions – origins of approximate dates for religious holidays 
 Easter (vernal equinox), Christmas (winter solstice), and 

All Saints Day (late autumn) had their origins in pagan festivals for 
the seasonal “death” and renewal of nature. The days of the week 
in the Christian calendar were named for Roman/Norse pagan deities:  

(Palm and Passion) Sunday – the Sun goddess 
(No special holy day) Monday- the moon goddesses  
(Mardi Gras) - Tuesday - Tyr – alias Mars – the war god  
(Ash) Wednesday – Wotan (the head Norse god) 

In Latin countries – Mercury – the messenger god 
(Maundy) Thursday – Thor (the Norse thunder god) 

In Latin countries – Jupiter (the leader of the gods) 
(Good) Friday - Freya – alias Venus (the goddess of love) 
(Jewish Sabbath) - Saturday – Saturn (god of the harvest) 
 



2. Religions respond to universal human instincts and issues:  
 Quest for something within and outside “normal” human experience 
 The issue of death: aversion to carrion vs. immortality of the soul 
 The issue of food and drink for survival – appeal/appease the gods 
 The empathy gene – natural inborn concern for the welfare of others  
3. Despite differences in emphases, we should appreciate that the major world 

 religions share similar ethics (moral codes): 
Compassion rather than self-centered greed (Christians, Buddhists, 

Confucians), Share wealth with the poor (Islamic zakat) 
  Reciprocity - Keep covenants (Judaism) and relationship rules 

(Confucianism); Golden Rule (Christianity) implies both 
 caring for and assisting others as well as self respect 

  Honesty - Do not deceive or tell lies (all faiths) 
  Respect for nature – live in balance with nature 
   (Taoism, Shinto, Hinduism, Jainism) 
  Respect for property – do not steal or be envious (covetous) 

(Judaism, Christianity, Buddhism)   
Respect for life - do not murder (Hindus and Jains protect and preserve the 

lives of animals as well as those of humans)   
  Respect for elders (Confucian, Judaism and Christianity) 
   (Jesus said that God is our only parent.  Matthew 23:9) 
How world religions diverge (a short preview): 
 1. Multiple worship rituals (including sacrificial rites) and holidays 
 2. Concepts and expressions of God (object of worship) 
  Hinduism – three main and many sub aspects of one supreme Brahman 
  Buddhism – for the most part atheistic but some Buddhists accept Hindu-like 

 gods who have the same “problems” as humans 
Eastern and traditional religions – some polytheism (including worship of spirits 

in natural objects and forces) but major focus is on inner peace as well 
as harmony among humans and with nature.  
Some feminine goddesses reflect the agrarian nature of society  
 (Bringing birth of food such as rice from the earth) 

  Islam and Judaism – monotheism – one supreme God 
   God’s masculinity reflects livestock herder culture - protectiveness 
  Christianity – Trinity – similar roles as main aspects of Hindu Brahman 
   Creator, preserver (redeemer), sustainer (continuing revelator) 
 3. Human condition – born as good vs. born sinful vs. having selfish attachments 
 4. Paths to salvation (moksha or nirvana) – individual ethical behavior, moderation (avoid  

excesses), physical/financial sacrifices, assistance from bodhisattvas, 
Jesus Christ’s atonement on the cross (God’s gift of grace) 

 5. Expectations of life after death 
Hinduism and Buddhism – reincarnation until the Hindu’s inner godlike 

 self or the Buddhist’s nonself becomes one with (or is absorbed 
 into) the (physical and/or metaphysical) cosmos or its energy 

  East Asian faiths – live in harmony with humans/nature now (with the addition of 
the Chinese concept of Heaven that includes worshipping and becoming 

one of the revered ancestors – similar to other primitive faith traditions) 
  Monotheistic religions – eternal life of the individual’s soul in Heaven (or  

Paradise) or temporarily in a place of trial (Purgatory) or in Hell 
Early Jewish thought included Sheol – a shadowy realm where all  
souls go after death whether they were virtuous or not.  



    Selected Timeline of World Religions 
About 2100-1700 BCE – Hebrew patriarchs and their families 
 (Abraham, Hagar/Ishmael, Sarah/Isaac, Jacob/sons = twelve tribes) 
About 1700-1300 BCE – Hebrews in Egypt 
1500-1000 BCE – Aryans arrive in India; Hindu Vedas compiled  
Between 1300 and 1250 BCE – Moses and the Exodus 
About 1250-1020 BCE – Joshua and Judges 
About 1020-926 BCE – Saul, David and Solomon; first Psalms written 
About 926-586 BCE – Kingdoms of Israel (Assyrian control) and Judah 
6th century BCE – Global religious awakening 
About 586-538 BCE – Babylonian Captivity and Jewish Exile 
About 563-483 BCE – Siddhartha Gautama (Buddha) 
Also in 6th century BCE – Confucius and Lao Tze (China), establishment of major 
schools of Hinduism, Hebrew prophets: Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Second Isaiah 
538-332 BCE The return to Israel and Persian rule; Torah publicly read 
332-168 BCE Socrates, Plato, Aristotle in Greece – reason and metaphysics 
150 BCE – 68 CE Essenes at Qumran; Roman rule; Jewish canon approved 
4 BCE - 29 CE - Jesus Christ on earth; Buddhist writings compiled 
30-100 CE - Paul and primitive Christianity; New Testament writers 
100-455 CE – Global religious institutionalization 

Catholic hierarchy, Bible canonization, heresies, Constantine, creeds (325 and 
later), Mahayana Buddhism; Hindu epics compiled, Jewish Talmud (400-600); 
monasticism; Augustine; Vulgate, multiple barbarian invasions and fall of Rome 

500s CE – Chinese Ch’an Buddhism (becomes Zen in Japan in 1100s) 
570-632 CE - Mohammed (founder of Islam); Hijra to Medina in 622 
640 CE to today: Koran; Islam (Sunni/Shia) spreads to Africa, Europe, Asia 
1054 CE – Eastern Orthodox schism from Roman Catholic Church 
1096-1291 CE – Crusades 
1500-1700 - Reformation – Martin Luther (1483-1546 – especially 1517), Ulrich 

Zwingli (1484-1531), Jean Calvin (1509-1564), John Knox (1505-1572), 
Church of England (1529), King James Bible translation (1611) 

1700s – Mainline Protestant faiths: Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists (John 
Wesley 1703-1791), Congregationalists 

1800s – “Unique” Christian faiths – Mennonites, Amish, Unitarians, Christian 
Scientists (Mary Baker Eddy), Seventh Day Adventists, Jehovah’s 
Witnesses, Latter Day Saints (Joseph Smith and Brigham Young)  

1900s – Transformation - Vatican II (1962-65), science; evangelists; megachurches 
 Positive thinking vs. fundamentalism and Pentecostalism 
2000s – Globalization – ecumenism vs. diversity in an interdependent information age 
 Clashes between exclusivists and inclusivists 
 
Italics above indicate that these individuals or dates have not been proven with scholarly 
or archeological evidence.  To complicate matters further, there is no archeological 
evidence for Saul, David, Solomon or even Jesus and his disciples. 

 



     Presentation Topics and Suggested Readings 
 
Suggested background reference book: Michael Coogan and others, The Religions Book: 
Big Ideas Simply Explained, Dorling Kindersley 2013 

This book is available online (Kindle or Nook) as well as in hardback and 
paperback formats. It provides an introductory “taste” of the world’s major faith 
traditions. Although it is well written (by a team of respected scholars) and easy 
to understand, it is best read in small doses (about 8 to 10 pages per day.)  The 
book is filled with many helpful diagrams and side “boxes” that facilitate the 
understanding of key concepts as well as an introduction to religious 
founders/leaders and their ideas. 
 

January 12: Convergence/ Divergence of World Religions – Pages 12-16, 326 and 327 
January 19 – Hinduism – Pages 89-125, 328 and 329 
January 26 – Buddhism – Pages 128-163, 330 and 331  
February 2 - Jainism, Daoism, Confucianism, Shinto – Pages 66-77, 82-85 
February 9 – Judaism – Pages 166 -199, 332 and 333 
February 16 - Islam – Pages 250-291, 338 and 339 
February 23 – Other Faith Traditions Founded After 1400 CE - ages 294-323 
 
Note: This set of presentations will not discuss the history of Christianity (contained in 
this set of lecture notes) nor will it include primal, ancient and classical beliefs covered 
on pages 20-65, 78-81, 86 and 87 of the course reference book.  However, an 
appreciation of the polytheistic belief systems of some of these (e.g., Egyptian, 
Babylonian, Greek, Roman and Zoroastrian) can shed light on the contemporary religious 
and cultural environments during Old and New Testament times. (Zoroastrianism still 
exists today and is essentially monotheistic except it considers the struggle between good 
and evil, light versus darkness.) 
 
Two other well-respected paperback books on world religions are 
Stephen Prothero – God Is Not One, Harper Collins 2010 
Houston Smith – The World’s Religions (50th Anniversary Edition), Harper Collins 2009 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



            Hinduism – the way of devotion 
 

                            
 
Origin: Hinduism has no single founder. Aryans (noble persons) from central Asia who 
arrived in India about 1500 BCE probably brought their well-developed religion that 
included a pantheon of deities and mythology.  Their pantheon was merged with other 
pantheons of deities that were embraced previously by local Indian peoples. 
Scriptures: 
 Vedas – based on oral tradition (basic beliefs/ethics) 
  Rig Veda – collection of 1028 hymns 
 Upanishads – commentaries on the Vedas 
 Bhagavad Gita, Mahabharata and Ramayana – epic poems 
Beliefs: 

1. One true impersonal god (the Absolute; Brahman)  
a. Simultaneously monotheistic and polytheistic  
b. 1000s of represented aspects or deities; three main ones: 

   Brahma – creator of the universe 
    (not a major object of worship for most Hindus) 
   Vishnu – preserver of life 
    Major representations: Krishna, Rama 
   Shiva – destroyer/sustainer of reincarnation 
    All lesser deities symbolize aspects of Ultimate Oneness  
   c. Another major object of worship is Devi (the goddess) 
 2. Physical world is a temporal illusion of separateness from Brahman 
  Divine truth can be revealed to the atman or soul of individual persons 

The physical senses deceive us (e.g., optical perspective, limited 
range of hearing).  Hinduism and Buddhism suggest going beyond 
or sensual impressions, thoughts, desires and memories. 

 3. God is in humans; gods take human forms (avatars)  
(Although the Bible states that human beings are made in God’s image 

and likeness, Christians view one sovereign God as separate from humans) 
 4. Dharma – spiritual knowledge 
  



5. Life has four stages each of which has unique goals or quests 
  Students learn good character, skills and encyclopedic vedic knowledge 
  Householders live for wealthy pleasure and support for extended families 
  Retirees (forest dwellers) withdraw to seek a philosophy of life 
  Sannyasin detach from the world and seek nonentity at the surface but  

hope to be rejoined to the ultimate reality 
 6. Karma – accounting of good versus bad words, thoughts and 

         actions.  (Christians accept Christ’s atonement for our sins.  
See Ephesians 2:1-10.  We could say that Christ takes on all the bad 
 karma.  Hindus believe that humans have to “do it themselves” over  
multiple lifetimes. Christians believe in unearned grace from God.) 

 7. Reincarnation (samsara) – based on one’s “karma”  
  This leads to respect for all living things and vegetarianism. 

 Everything is sacred. (Christians believe in only one eternal rebirth) 
This also leads to the practice of passive resistance (e. g, Gandhi)  
Symbolized by the dance of Shiva 

 8. Moksa – release from wheel of reincarnation –  
Absorption of the god-like self (atman) into the cosmos 
instead of retaining an imperfect soul (jita) that still has some bad karma  
that enters into the womb of another physical being. This spiritual  
realization can be reached by multiple paths (or yoga) such as 
compassionate behavior, good works or meditation.  

Guidelines for behavior are like the Ten Commandments (Do not 
kill, steal, lie, be avaricious, nor engage in sexual activity outside of 
marriage.) Hindu behavioral guidelines also add cleanliness, contentment, 
selflessness, physical and mental concentration (through yoga), group 
study (under the guidance of a teacher or guru) and devotion to one god 
(sometimes in the form of ritualistic practices.)  Moreover, Hindus are 
taught to be tolerant of other religions and traditions. 
 

  Note: In place of the Hindu concept of moksha, Buddhism uses the term 
nirvana which is discovered from the “awakening” or “enlightenment” that one’s essence 
is the same as and is ultimately absorbed into the impersonal oneness. Hinduism is an 
example of monism, the concept that there is only one unified principle or basic essence 
in the universe.  When it attains moksha, the atman or soul of an individual with its 
sufferings, hates and longings ceases to exist like a granule of salt is one with the ocean. 
 
Varna System: brahmins – priests and scholars, kshatriyas – warriors/administrators, 

vaishyas – merchants, artisans and farmers, shudras – peasants, Dalit -outsiders  
 Dalit discrimination was legally outlawed in India in 1948 but other varna (caste)  

distinctions and discriminatory traditions are still practiced. 
Many holy days and rituals; Hindus make frequent visits to temples and shrines but no 

day of each week is specifically set aside for worship.  Many worship and give 
offerings in front of small shrines focusing on their favorite deity (or avatar that 
represents a specific subset of attributes of the one Brahman) in their own homes. 
 



       Buddhism – a protest of Vedic traditions 
  The way from suffering to awakening 
 

 
 

Prince Siddhartha Gautama (563-483 BCE) born in today’s Nepal 
 Lost his mother at a young age 
 Life of luxury – became husband and father 
 Ventured out at 35 – saw the elderly, sick, funeral  
 No satisfactory answer as to why from Hindu priests 
 Became ascetic monk until meditation under Bo tree 
 Transformed into “Buddha” or enlightened one 
 One cannot find relief from suffering by being either super rich or an ascetic 

 Relief comes by following the Middle Way 
Basic beliefs: 

1. Gods may exist but they have the same sufferings and problems as mortals 
and are not the source of grace. 
 (Christians believe in grace from a sovereign triune God.  

We find comforting inspiration from phrases in Paul’s epistles such as 
Romans 8:28 and Philippians 4:6-7) 

2. Four Noble Truths 
a. Suffering (physical and mental) is an integral part of life. (Christianity 

focuses on God’s grace to overcome original sin as well as healing 
social, mental and physical ills.) 

b. Suffering is caused by attachments - craving and desire for persons, 
things and personal glory 

c. Suffering can be alleviated by overcoming one’s attachments  
d. Follow the Holy Eight-Fold Path (the balanced middle way – While 

material comforts do not remove human suffering, neither does total 
denial of such comforts.  Need to be moderately disciplined in a 
lifestyle that takes into account individual circumstances. 

 
A Buddhist recognizes that human consciousness is constantly changing as it gains 
information from bodily sensations and related perceptions which lead to ideas and 
intentions.  Collectively, these become attachments from which the Buddhist hopes 
ultimately to cast out and ultimately gain enlightenment and become a Buddha. 



3. The Eight-Fold Path (How to build up good karma) 
a. Right View – realize that attachments bring suffering  
b. Right Intent or Aspirations – avoid lust, malice, cruelty which stand in 

the way of perfection; develop a sense of universal love 
c. Right Speech – don’t tell lies, gossip, back-bite; avoid being loud, 

excited and opinionated; speak to others in a tolerant way 
d. Right Conduct – do not cheat, steal, murder, use intoxicants or harmful 

drugs, avoid sensual indulgence (illicit sexual relations); instead be 
sincere, honest, kind and charitable to all living beings 

e. Right Livelihood – avoid ways of making money that are harmful to 
other living beings such as slave trade, poisons, making or selling 
alcoholic beverages, hunting and fishing. Do not kill. 

f. Right Effort – Act nobly; avoid vices; think positive thoughts 
g. Right Mindfulness – Be in the world and yet separate from the world ; 

develop clear perception based on the teaching of Buddha 
h. Right Concentration – meditation; conquer or at least mute sensuality, 

ill will, laziness, worry and skepticism. Learned via monasticism.  
4. Nirvana (Hindu = Moksa) – the impersonal sacred reality of the release or 

awakening to the nonself (or anatman which is naturally within every sentient 
being) from reincarnation (i.e. the Hindu concept of the implantation of one’s 
soul, jita or excess energy into another’s womb at the point of one’s death) by 
leaving the self and becoming absorbed into the energy of the cosmos. Grace 
can come from bodhisattvas who postpone their own nirvana to help others 
find theirs. (Christians believe that our individual identities or souls are eternal 
and separate from God.)   

5. Need to replace the three poisons (greed, anger, and ignorance) with   their 
opposites (generosity, compassion, and wisdom). 

 
Buddhism expanded to China, Southeast Asia, Japan, Europe, and the Americas but 
declined in India after Mogul (Moslem) invasion.  Principal versions include: 

Theravada – (non-theistic) emphasizes wisdom from detachment or 
 individual monastic seclusion (Practiced in Southeast Asia) 

 Mahayana – emphasizes compassion and ritual (spread from China) 
  Petitioning multiple personal Buddhas and bodhisattvas 
  Emphasis on the nonself or giving up dualistic thinking 
   (dark and light, creator and creation etc.) and “the delusional 
   concept of separate entities.”  Emptiness means everything is  
   connected.  (This is very different from monotheistic faiths.) 
 Vajrayana – practiced in Nepal, Tibet, and Mongolia 
  The Tibetan version combines repetitive chants by monks during 

meditation as well as compassion plus guidance from a local 
bodhisattva (the exiled Dalai Lama) 

 Zen (or Chan) – meditation with minimal verbal abstractions that defy human  
logic – words clutter our minds (abstract Japanese Zen rock gardens) – can 
lead to creativity (e.g. Omron engineers) 

  An outgrowth of Mahayana Buddhism 



     Other Asian Traditions     
  

Jainism – Five Great Vows to Self-Denial 
Origin in India contemporarily with Buddhism.  Based on teachings of enlightened 
beings called jinas or tirthankaras who set out a path (following the Five Vows) to help 
humans lessen the burden of karma on their journey to enlightenment. 
Five Vows include non-violence to all living things – both plants and animals, honesty, 
chastity, not stealing and liberation from attachments. 
         Confucianism – from chaos to social order  
Origin: K’ung Fu Tze (born in 551 BCE) a Chinese official 
 Concerned with binding ethical relationships based on tradition 
  Jen – compassion based on genuine love 
  Li – transcendent ritual and etiquette-based social behavior 
Moral or virtuous ideal for relationships (parent-child, ruler-minister, among government 
officials, husband-wife, older and younger siblings, among friends) is chun-tzu (noble 
individual).  Emphasize the good points in others, minimize criticism.   The 
Confucianism concept of the Mandate of Heaven (a transcendent dimension concerning 
the ethics of the benevolent emperor/dictator) was the cornerstone of China’s political 
order for nearly 3000 years. 
Key qualities: humaneness, tolerance, harmony, wisdom, filial piety.   
Key writings: Analects and I Ching (Book of Changes.)  These were later amplified by 
Confucius’ scholar/follower Mencius. 
Basic features of Chinese culture: luck, harmony, ancestor worship, connections (guanxi), 
avoiding shame and keeping face (mianzi), hierarchy including family role positions 
(conform to interpersonal relationship traditions), feng shui, door guard statues, pantheon 
of deities, immortals and “saints,” herbal medicine, acupuncture 

Daoism (The Way of the Universe)   
Based on the book Tao Te Ching attributed to Lao Tzu (perhaps born about 520 BCE) 
  Possibly more than one founder of this tradition 
Emphases: 

The universe works by balancing dualism.  Like Confucianism, Taoists accept the 
 mutual existence of and balance between opposites (yin and yang);  

 Wu-wei - spontaneity, self-reliance, openness (similar to Jesus’ 
instruction to become like a little child) 

 Life flourishes when it is in harmony with nature (so don’t intervene)  
Live simply by accepting Dao – the fundamental sustaining unchanging way of 
the Universe.   Don’t try to control people or over-react.  

Like water, go with the flow (Accept creativity) 
Te – everything has its place in the universe 
Ch’i – life’s animating breath or energy (as in tai ch’i) is the source of 

 empowerment in the Tao (or the way) 



   Shinto: Unique Japanese blend of Asian traditions 
 
No founder – but related to traditional religions in Manchuria, Korea, and Eastern 
Siberia. In Japanese = kami-no-michi or the way of those above (not supreme God but 
spirits or kami of nature – therefore polytheistic)    
 
Beliefs:  

1. Kami: Something apart from you (the soul of an ancestor, a ghost or 
spirit an inanimate object) possesses power or energies that humans do 
not.  Therefore, it is worthy of ritualistic worship at shrines including 
spirit shelves in homes. Kami created the heaven and the earth. They 
also created the Japanese nation and its culture. 

2. Nature and natural events are manifestations of heavenly energy.  
(Similar to Taoism) 

3. Family is very important – particularly births and marriages. 
4. Physical beauty is revered.  (Importance of gardens and beautiful 

display of food.) 
5. One and his or surroundings should be immaculately clean in order to 

properly encounter spirits.  (Like baptism?) 
6. Ritualistic worship and festivals or matsuri to honor one or more kami 
7. Multiple faiths are acceptable (okay to follow Shinto and Buddhism at 

the same time.).  The concept of death is incompatible with Shinto.  
Purification is not consistent with crawling maggots that frequent 
decaying bodies.  Because Shinto priests will not officiate at funerals, 
Japanese families are likely to have Buddhist memorial services. 

8. No (or very little) dogma or religious law 
9. Until 1945, Shinto was the state religion in Japan including a belief 

that the emperor was a direct descendent of the sun goddess.  Emperor 
Hirohito denied his “divine birth” after Japan’s defeat in World War II.  

 

      
 

Although Asian traditions are not monotheistic, we can still appreciate some unique 
thought and behavior patterns of our East Asian friends and professional colleagues.  
They share many of our Judeo-Christian ethical principles. Moreover, they show us how 
to “go with the flow” of nature and humanity. 
 



 Islam (Peace that Comes from Submission to God) 
 

                        
 
Ancestry includes our traditional spiritual “cousins” (~2000 BCE) 
 Abraham and Hagar begat Ishmael whose traditional descendents are the Arabs 
 Abraham and Sara begat Isaac who begat Jacob whose sons became the founders 

 of the 12 tribes of Israel.  (See Genesis 21:9-20) 
570 CE – Mohammad born in Mecca (whose residents were polytheistic) 
 Lost both parents as a child, raised by grandfather, then by uncle 
 Married a woman who was 15 years his senior who bore him two sons 
610 CE - Mohammad meditates in a desert cave and receives the first of 

many revelations that were later included in the Quran 
622 CE – Hijrah – flight from Mecca to Medina, which became the first 

Islamic state – The Islamic 364-day lunar calendar began. 
632 CE – death of Mohammad      The Quran states that Mohammad ascended to heaven  

on a white horse from Jerusalem when he met with God to “negotiate” zakat. 
632-625 CE – Quran (Koran) compiled. 

(Mohammad himself was illiterate.  The Quran was transcribed by his followers 
who memorized his sermons and oral teachings.)  

 
Basic Beliefs: 

1. Monotheism – one eternal supreme God = Allah: Arabic word 
for elohim (Hebrew), Theos (Greek), God (English) 

2. Quran (not Bible) is God’s definitive, final revelation 
a. Dictated to Mohammad by the angel Gabriel in Arabic 
b. Mohammed is the final prophet.  His message is the purest. 
c. Jesus is considered a major prophet and savior of  

     the Jews (but not of the gentiles) 
3. Five Pillars of Islamic Faith: 

a. Shahada - Confession of faith to one sovereign, just and merciful God 
(The Islamic journey is from self pride to submission to Allah)   

b. Salat - Pray towards Kaaba in Mecca five times daily 
c. Sawm -Fasting (for purity) during daylight hours during Ramadan  
d. Zakat - Charity (2 1/2 percent of wealth annually to the poor) 
e. Hajj- Pilgrimage to Mecca – to show unity among the faithful 



 
f. Jihad – inner struggle to submit to Allah, to avoid temptations and to 

pursue justice for others as well as to defend the faith 
g. Despite the history of conflict between Moslems and Christians (Crusades, 

battles in Spain and France, Middle East conflicts etc.), the great majority 
of Moslems are peace loving 

h. Extremists are concerned with the world’s excesses 
i. Greed (Lack of charity) – considered a weakness in Western 

culture 
ii. Lust (Role of women and family) 

iii. Imperialism (Control of lands with Islamic majorities) 
4. No original sin – born good, but people sometimes forget God 

Righteous living is required for admission to Paradise. A follower of Islam 
has a relentless quest to submit to Allah’s will (and guidance) during one’s 
earthly lifetime.  Failing to do so, one is consigned to Hell.  There is a Day of 
Judgment to determine the soul’s destiny after death. 

5. Social ethics as embodied in sharia law (as interpreted by clerics who may 
issue fatwas) prohibit depicting humans and animals in religious art, drinking 
alcoholic beverages, discrimination (including distribution of estates), 
adultery (although polygamy with up to four wives is permitted in some 
circumstances) and usury.  Fatwas can also include advice on contracts. 

         
Branches of Islam 

1. Sunni – succession of leadership based on merit and consensus 
2. Shiite – succession of leadership or imams based on inherited positions 

(Shiites follow Ali, Muhammad’s son in law who was the fourth in the 
sequence of imams who led the Islamic faithful after the death of the 
Prophet’s death.  They believe that Ali should have been the rightful heir to 
lead Islam immediately after Muhammad died.)  Major clerics are called 
ayatollahs and lesser clerics are called mullahs.  The last imam will reappear. 

3. Sufi – ascetics (including whirling dervishes). Their goal (like that of Buddhists) 
is to rid the human mind of earthly desires (but unlike Buddhist) to focus on Allah 
alone.  Some of them revere historic sites and buildings and therefore are looked 
down upon by militant Islamic fundamentalist extremist groups like al Qaeda. 

 
 Growth: Islam accounts for 20 percent of the world’s population, In addition to the 
nonreligious, it has the fastest growing number of adherents.  Its adherents are not only 
Arabs. Islam is the majority faith spanning the center of the Eastern Hemisphere from 
North Africa to Indonesia.  In today’s USA, there are almost four times as many 
Presbyterians as there are Moslems.  In Williamson County, recent statistics indicate that 
there are about ten times as many Presbyterians as there are Moslems. 
 
The Nation of Islam started in Chicago as a black supremacy movement that included 
elements of the basic Islamic faith. But after a trip to Mecca, its leaders learned that Islam 
and racial discrimination do not mix. 
 



          Judaism – covenant and return from exile 

                            
 
Snapshot of Biblical history: Disasters in Genesis (chapters 3 to 11) precede the covenant 
concept (first introduced at the end of the Noah story.)  According to Hebrew Biblical 
tradition, God asked Noah (date uncertain), Abraham (in about 2000 BCE) as well as 
Moses and those on the Exodus (about 500 years later) to live by a covenant.  Most 
Biblical Jewish history involves making and breaking covenants by the Israelites 
(meaning “those who wrestle with God.”)  Meanwhile, the Biblical prophets gave 
warnings about consequences of breaking covenants as well as messages of consolation 
after defeats.  The name Jewish or Judaism comes from the Israelites who were exiled 
from the southern kingdom to Babylon and who later returned to the Promised Land after 
the Persian conquest. After the fall of Jerusalem in the late first century CE, the global 
Jewish diaspora lasted until the foundation of the post Nazi Holocaust nation state of 
Israel in 1947.  In short, Judaism’s journey concerns exiled people returning to God. 
If a person has a Jewish mother, he or she is automatically Jewish but not a Zionist. 
 
Essence of Judaism: 
 The Shema (Deuteronomy 6:4-5) 
  (Jesus’ first great commandment)  
 Obedience to God’s Law (in first 5 books of the Bible) 
            God understands and can “orchestrate” both the good and the bad. 
Major Writings: 
 Hebrew Scriptures (our Old Testament) – Tanakh 
  Torah – (Law) – first five books of the Bible 
   (Typically memorized by Jewish youth) 
  Nevi’im – (Prophets) – those who spoke for God 
   (Also history – Samuel and Kings) 
  Ketuvim – (Writings) – the middle books of our 
   Old Testament (Chronicles, Job, Psalms, 
   Proverbs, some prophets etc.)  
 Talmud (longer and shorter versions based on oral traditions) has two parts: 

Mishnah consists of commentaries, sermons, teachings and stories based 
on rabbinic interpretation of the law (all of which are considered based on 
God’s word or divinely inspired).  Gemara contains discussion and 
debates among rabbinical scholars about the content of the Torah and 
Mishnah and their relationship to the daily life of Jewish people 



Major Branches of Judaism During the Time of Jesus Christ 
 Pharisees – orthodox, strict observers of the Law 
  Believed in resurrection after death 
 Sadducees – did not believe in resurrection  
  (Most of the members of the Sanhedrin) 
 Zealots – militant extremists who wanted to end Roman rule 
 Essenes – followed separated monastic lifestyle at Qumran 
 
Major Branches of Contemporary Judaism 
 Orthodox – largest number of adherents globally 
  Follow the Law completely in daily life 
  Believe in a personal God  
   (According to Maimonides. God is infinite, omnipotent, 
   and eternal but without physical or mental characteristics) 
 Kabbalah (early leader Isaac Luria) – mystical – “sparks of divine light” 
  “God and humans are in common exile” 
 Hasidic – ultra orthodox reaction to intellectualism (origins in Ukraine) 
 Sephardic – orthodox (origins in Spain) 
 Reform – moderate, less restrictive interpretation of the law of the Torah 
  but honor traditions; many live in the USA  
  Have an impersonal (perhaps unknowable) concept of God 
 Conservative – established in the 19th century to follow a 
  middle way between Orthodox and Reform 
 Reconstructionist (Progressive) – Hebrew Bible is not the word of God but  

written by humans. Judaism is a cultural phenomenon.  Jewish Scientists? 
  
Views of the Messiah 
 Orthodox – Messiah is yet to come.  He will bring peace, harmony, the end of all  

sin plus restore Israel’s political glory and sacrificial worship on 
Jerusalem’s Temple Mount. 

 Reform – Messiah is within (whereas Christians believe that Jesus 
Christ is Messiah and that he will return to earth on the Day of Judgment 
to establish His Kingdom.) 

 Jews believe everyone is a child of God and do not agree with  
John 1:14 that states “the Word became flesh.”   

 Christians should forgive Jews: The Romans killed Jesus. 
 
Jewish View of Life after Death and Atonement for Sin: 
 Although they share (with Christians and Moslems) the traditions of a day of 
judgment as well as the belief in eternal life, Jews are less concerned about where the 
soul goes after death (Sheol or the End of Days?) than are Christians and Moslems.  
Individuals need to obey God’s law (rather than accept Jesus’ atonement on the cross) to 
keep the covenant in the present life.  In Biblical times, Jewish priests sacrificed animals 
(as a symbol of the covenant) in the temple.  Yom Kippur is the Jewish annual Day of 
Atonement, climax of a ten-day period of repentance and personal introspection that 
starts with Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Years Day). 



    Christianity – the journey from sin to salvation 
 

                                  
 
Synopsis of Universal Christian Beliefs (as in the Apostle’s Creed): 
 God is Love that is expressed in the Trinity 
  God – the supreme creator 
  Jesus Christ – the redeemer 
  Holy Spirit – the sustaining source of continuing inspiration 
  (Note similarities to 3 major aspects of Brahman in Hinduism) 
 Humans are imperfect and disobedient (sinful). We make mistakes 
 God’s plan includes Jesus Christ’s atonement for our sins (and  

anything negative in our lives.)  God forgives.   
We can’t do it ourselves.  In short, we are saved not condemned. 
Therefore, we enjoy fearless and guilt free joy.  (See John 3:16) 

 Our response should be to express appreciation for this redeeming gift  
for the rest of our lives.  We should not rebel against God. 

 We expect the Second Coming as well as our own eternal life.  
 We follow Jesus’ second great commandment to respect one’s self  

without being ego centric and to have unconditional love and mutual 
respect for our fellow human beings. Jesus’ major themes are 
justice, forgiveness, and peace in this world and the one to come. 

 
Evolution of Roman Catholic Christian beliefs and practices 
 First century 29-100 CE: 
  Small sect of Judaism 
  Faced severe persecution by Roman authorities 
  Expansion to gentile world with Paul’s travels 
        (Jewish laws were not binding on gentiles.) 
  Initiation by baptism by immersion; shared wealth 
           Met in homes; no central authority; local elders 
           Content of “services” similar to ours 
   (Singing, prayer, reading of Scriptures, interpretation) 
           Paul’s missionary journeys and letters 
           Compilation and writing of the Gospels (latter part of first century) 
 



Second to fifth centuries 100-500 CE  (Cultural and political influences) 
1. Greek mystery religions (especially gentile converts) influenced change from agape 

feast to Eucharist. 
2. Astrology – may have influenced the Magi (likely Zoroastrians) 
3. Emperor worship – Jesus’ words “Render unto Caesar…” 
4. Stoicism – Logos (Word in John’s gospel) – metaphysical reason  

a. Opposite of Epicureanism (where passions rule)  
5. Neo-Platonism – logic in Augustine of Hippo’s teachings 

a. Origen promoted the concept of immortality of human souls 
6. Jewish rebellions – Romans made Jews scapegoats for the crucifixion of Jesus 
7. Development of hierarchy – political and theological disagreements among bishops 

and archbishops 
8. Canonization of New Testament and development of ritual (the mass as a focus for 

the Eucharist) 
9. Constantine replaced polytheism and emperor worship with Christianity as state 

religion and the end of persecuting Christians.,  
a. Agreement on creeds as response to heresies; pope infallible 

i. Nicaean Creed 325 – concept of Trinity – Jesus and Holy Spirit 
same substance as the Father; original sin vs. salvation 

ii. Augustine (mind, knowledge and love) 
b. Replacements for some elements of polytheism 

i. Immaculate conception and assumption of Mary 
ii. Worship of the saints 

iii.  Sunday replaces Roman worship day Sol Imperator 
10. Rome’s bishop (papa or pope) became dominant over the bishops (patriarchs) of 

Constantinople, Antioch, Jerusalem and Alexandria; church required for salvation. 
11. Jerome; Latin translation of Hebrew/Greek Scriptures (Vulgate) 

 
The Dark and Middle Ages 500-1500 CE 

1. Parts of southern Europe were controlled by Islamic powers 
2. Split of the Eastern Orthodox Church – Patriarch of Constantinople 

a. Married priesthood, celibate bishops and monks 
b. Stress on mysticism, icons, unchanging Greek tradition 

3. Holy Roman Empire (kings vs. popes) – Latin tradition 
a. Papal power was volatile (e.g., two or three popes in 1300s) 
b. Concerns about the church’s (vs. rulers’) wealth  
c. Universities established – questioning increases 

4. Crusades (basically about control of real estate)  
5. Agreement on seven sacraments (Eucharist, Baptism, Marriage, Confirmation,  

Holy Orders, Penance, Extreme Unction) – Fourth Lateran Council – 1215 
6. Transubstantiation – real body and blood of Christ – Thomas Aquinas - 1225 
7. Monasticism (as in Buddhism) in by not of the world 
8. Fall of Constantinople and subsequent migration of scholars from present day 
Turkey to present day Italy and Western Europe in 1453 gave rise to Renaissance 



 
The Reformation 1517-about 1600 CE 
1. The invention of moveable type made it possible for the common man to read 

the “word of God”; no need for religious intermediaries (e.g. priests) 
2. Society evolving towards more individualism and rising political/economic 

influence of the middle class 
3. Martin Luther’s 97 Theses (1517), excommunication (1520), German 

translation of Bible. Justification by faith; shun idolatry. 
4. Zwingli (German speaking Swiss priest) stops ritual and mass; turns 

government over to elders 
5. Jean Calvin 

a. Institutes of Christian Religion (1535); predestination vs. human will 
b. Influenced in part by neo Platonic logic of Augustine  
c. Basis for Protestant ethic – work (for the glory of God), duty, industry, 

frugality/investment (abstain from worldly pleasures), self-discipline 
(Max Weber 1904) 

d. Inspired French Huguenots and John Knox as well as the Puritans who 
settled in New England 

e. Reformed Tradition has only two sacraments: baptism and communion 
6. Henry VIII – Anne Boleyn and Church of England (Anglicans) 

a. Cranmer – Book of Common Prayer 
b. Ritual like Roman Catholicism 
c. Puritans wanted to remove “Romish” elements 

7. Counter Reformation and the Inquisition 
a. Inquisition started in 1300s to try academic heretics and was 

resurrected in the 1500s and 1600s to deal with Protestants 
b. Jesuit order formed to destroy Protestantism 
c. Religious wars between Catholics and Protestants finally ended when 

peace came to Northern Ireland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Multiplicity of Protestant Faiths 1600 CE to Now 
Original mainline faiths – Anglican (Episcopalian), Lutheran, Reformed 
Moravian Brethren – Pietists who split from Lutherans; the love feast as part of  

their tradition (more than Eucharistic bread and wine) 
Anabaptists and spin offs including Mennonites and Amish –  

Simple lives and simple clothing, shun modernity 
Presbyterians – grew from the foundations of Calvin’s Reformed teachings and  

John Knox’s Church of Scotland   
Governance like first century home-based churches (presbyters = elders 
and deacons) 

Faith groups split off from Church of England:  
 Congregationalists – outgrowth of Puritans; independent local churches 

Unitarians (later joined by Universalists) 
  A liberal split from Congregationalists 
  Deny (Catholic/Protestant) Trinity   
  Open to all faith traditions (somewhat akin to Baha’i) 

Baptists – adult baptism by immersion, independent congregations 
 Quakers (Society of Friends) – pacifists, no ritual or clergy 

Congregants speak from the “inner light” 
Methodists founded by John Wesley (Holy Club at Oxford) 

  Search for God with methodical study/prayer  
  Spread by circuit riders like Francis Asbury 
 Deists – based on reason rather than theology 
British born ideas that spread to the USA: 
 Sunday school movement; Salvation Army, YMCA/YWCA 
Unique American-founded faiths (among others):  

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints - 
  Mormons have strong family values and use no stimulants or 

 intoxicants. They believe that Jesus appeared to North Americans 
 (lost tribe of Israel) and have unique concepts of God and heaven. 
 Outnumber Presbyterians in Denton County (more than 3:1 ratio) 

Philosophies: Pragmatism, Transcendentalism 
Liberal Theology – human feelings, knowledge, actions 
 Theology of hope for social and economic justice 

Christian Scientists are known for Biblically inspired spiritual healing.  
They believe that eternal reality (Father Mother God and His/Her 
“perfect” creation) is totally spiritual, and that materiality and sin 
are temporary illusions. Individuals spiritually reflect God. 
(Perfect God and perfect man.) (based on Genesis 1) 

Jehovah’s Witnesses – allegiance only to God; salvation for limited few;  
shun holidays, nationalism (military service and respect for flags) 

  Seventh Day Adventists – Old Testament dietary and Sabbath traditions 
Pentecostals – speaking in tongues (spiritual gifts of intense mystical  

personal relationships with God) 
Evangelicals, premillenialists – including Biblical literalists (creationists) 
Megachurches: typically led by positive thinkers or fundamentalist pastors 



Innovations in Religious Beliefs and Practices  
 
 
While most of humanity still adheres to one of the major faith traditions, four 
trends have characterized innovations in religious beliefs and practices over the 
past five centuries (in addition to the Protestant Reformation and its many 
branches): 
 
1.  Following the teachings and leadership of a “guru” 

a. Guru Nanak and Sikhism – a response to conflicts between Hindus and 
the followers of Islam 

i. Avoid five vices: lust, anger, greed, emotional attachment, 
egotism 

ii. Wear the five articles of faith: kesh (uncut hair and beard 
symbolizing approaching God without interference and a 
rationale for wearing a turban), kanga (comb used twice daily 
to symbolize virtuous life devoted to God), kara (bracelet 
symbolizing vow taken at baptism to avoid five vices), kirpan 
(ceremonial sword signifying courage, dignity and defense of 
the faith) and kacheri (loose fitting undershorts symbolizing 
controlling sexual passion and desire.) 

iii. Strong emphasis on social responsibility and protecting the 
downtrodden from tyranny. 

iv. No discrimination based on caste, gender or followers of other 
monotheistic faith traditions.  Salvation is open to all. 

b. ISKCON – Krishna Consciousness – outgrowth of Hinduism based on 
a mantra that glorifies the god Krishna (no longer an avatar of Vishnu 
but the reverse) with the goal of clearing the mind and cleansing the 
heart 

c. Christian megachurches and evangelical movements typically led by 
charismatic preachers who range from fundamentalists to positive 
thinkers (e.g. Billy and Franklin Graham, Joel Osteen, Sun Myong 
Moon, Robert Schuller, pastors of Bible churches etc.)  

2. Returning to or blending with cultural roots 
a. Santeria, vodun and others incorporate the Christianity taught by slave 

owners with traditional African communication with tribal gods, 
spirits and ancestors typically through trances and possession 

b. Rastafarianism – born in Jamaica reveres Haile Selassie (Ras Tafari) 
of Ethiopia as the Lion of Judah who came to Africa (Zion) to bring 
freedom from oppression as God’s king on earth (a second incarnation 
or the returned Christ or an incarnation of their concept of God, Jah).  
They use marijuana to help them purify their minds during worship. 

c. Falun Dafa – combined the naturalness and meditation practices of 
Chinese traditions to cultivate harmony and life energy of higher levels 
of the universe.  Despite its emphasis on truthfulness benevolence and 
forbearance, Chinese Communist leaders have viewed it as a threat. 



d. Wicca – a neopagan movements founded in the United Kingdom in the 
1950s but has some similarities to Celtic practices.  There is a belief in 
two gods – the Horned (male) God and the Moon Goddess as well as 
in reincarnation.  Ultimately souls will spend the afterlife in 
Summerland (or the other world.)  It is not associated with black 
magic or witchcraft but does celebrate the changes of seasons as well 
as rites of passage throughout life. 

3. Accepting eclectism and ecumenism 
a. Unitarian Universalist tradition grew from Christian foundations but 

do not recognize the Christian concept of the Trinity.  During their 
worship services, they include readings from religious writings from 
all of the major world religions including the Judeo Christian Holy 
Bible. However, they focus on finding truth and meaning in human 
experience rather than worshipping a supreme being or expecting 
salvation in an afterlife. 

b. Bahai grew from revelations of Persian men whose faith origin was 
Shia Islam.  Like the Unitarians, their religious meetings include 
readings from all major world faith groups in addition to those of the 
founders of the tradition who are viewed as more recent messengers of 
the truth that had been revealed through Moses, Buddha, Jesus and 
Mohammed.  They believe in progressive revelation for modern 
society that focus on universal peace, harmony and justice. 

c. Cao Dai is another recent faith tradition that appreciates the traditions 
and teachings of the world’s major faiths.  It grew from Vietnamese 
Confucian and Buddhist philosophies but reveres the prophets of all 
religions as well as writers like Shakespeare and Victor Hugo as well 
as Chinese leader Sun Yat-sen.  It sees the unity of world religions as a 
path towards ending aggression. 

4. Searching for ways of obtaining peace of mind 
a. Scientology has a unique way of providing counseling (one-on-one 

auditing) to help people rid themselves of traumatic memories 
(engrams) and to find their clear spiritual identities (Operating Thetan) 

b. Transcendental Meditation uses spending 20 minutes twice daily in 
yoga position contemplating a Hindu mantra to overcome negative 
thinking and to commune with the “wellspring of life” along with 
more creativity along with improved physical and mental health. 

Future hopes: Global tolerance and mutual understanding; Science is the how and 
religion the why. Have some subatomic physicists discovered an unknown “God 
particle”?  Is the need to worship and pray ingrained in all humans?  Are there 
universal spiritual commonalities that include connection to the eternal, 
interconnectedness of creation, and the acceptance of divine truths beyond human 
logic and language.? All faith traditions address concerns about life’s purpose, 
ethics, salvation, various concepts of grace (including relief from suffering and 
various concepts of life after death), and the need for spiritual effort. They each 
have developed unique ways of glorifying and/or worshipping a divine force. 


